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J GOMEZ and J. O. LLAVONAt
ABSTRACT. Leí X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and C(X) the algebra of
alí continuous <-valued functions on X (1K = IR o C). If AE C(X) is a subalgebra, in
[4] can be found conditions on A under whicls cadi character ofA, i.e., each non-zero
1K-linear multiplicative funclional 4xA—* 1K, is given by a point evaluation al sorne
point of X.
In ibis paper we presení a «Michael» type theorem for the particular case in which
X is a real Banach space. As consequence it is showed thai if E is a separable Banach
space or E is the topological dual space of a separable Banach space aud A ís the
algebra of ah real analytic or the algebra of alí real Cm.functions, ni = 0, 1 oD, on E,
then every character 4 of A is a point evaluation at sorne poiní of E.
Let E be a real Hanach space with topological dual E’ and let C(E) be the




Theorem 1. Assume Éhat diere exists («t,)%’1 cE’, 114,,II=lforevery nel\J,
such that (&) separates points of E. LeÉ A EC(E) be a subalgebra with leA.
Assume:
(i) IffeA,f(x)#Ofor aH xeE, then 1//EA.
(ji) E’ a A aná for every í = (í,,) e ¡‘(IN), tbe funetion Z ~a ~ belongs to A.
n1
Pien every character 4rA-dR, such that /.‘(4t,)=#t,(a)for every neN aná
sorne acE, is the point evafuation at a.
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Proof. Let a=.(~jePQN) with ~t,>0 for ah neN. Condition (II) implies
that tbe functions:
o, o, a,,~ a,,~(x—a) and g(x)= Z —tb?,(x—a) belong to A
n1 n=1
For eacb Nc ¡‘1, Jet xeE such that d4f)=f(x); 4s(g)=g(x) and 44~t)=~(x),
i= 1 N (a such x exists after condition (i)). For this xeE, we bave
o,
«4hr Zat,P~(x—a) ; 4s(g)= ~ —~44x—a)
N+l N+t n
Therefore 0=Nq4g)=44fland it bohlows that ~(.q)=O.
if be A is given, let ye E such that tk(h) = h(y) and ¿j(g)= g(y). Since
d4g) = g(y)=0, it boflows that ~(y) = 4~(a) for ah nc IN, i.e., y = a and
Remark 1. The hypotbesis on the real Banach space E in Theorem 1 is
equivalent to say tbat E’ is a(E’; E)-separable. Iherefore it bolds wben E is a
separable Banacb space and when E is tbe topological dual space of a
separable Banacb space.
Consequences
Let A(E) be, respectively C”’(E) (m=0, 1 ce), the subalgebra ob C(E) of
ahí real analytic functions (see [2]), respectively of ah C
m-functions in the
Fréchet sense, on E.
Corollary 1. ¡f E isfinite dimensional and A = ¡4(E) or A = C’>(E), then every
character ¿¡rA —sIR is a point evaluation aÉ sorne point of E.
Proof. Ibis follows from Tbeorem 1 if we consider (~) as tbe canonical
projections.
Proposition 1. For every character &A(E)—* IR, ihe restricíion 4ív’ is «(E’; E)-
sequentially Continuous.
Proof. Assume that (x’,,)cE’ converges to zero for tbe «(E’; E)-topology. If
d4xt)+0, there are a >0 and (x’~~), subsequenee of (4), such tbat
for every pe N. Since (x’,,~)—.0 (p—* ce) for the «(E’; E)-topology,
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the funetion
f(x)=Z [4~(x)J2P
ís well defrned and feA(E). (See ([2], Th. 6)). For each Nc N,
Therefore ~ _ <09 and then —~0 (p—.cc), which is a
contradiction because [4=~-]]>ibr ah pe~’j.
Corollary 2. Let E be a separable Banach space and &A(E)~—tLR a diaracter.
Titen 4’IE is a point evaluation ¿it sorne point of E.
Proof. This is immediate from Prop. 1, since by ([5], Ch. IV; Th. 6.2 and
Corollary 3) for ~¡e’to be «(E’; E)-continuous it sufflces to show that dís’ is
«(E’; E)-sequentially continuous.
Corohlary 3. Let E be a separable Banach space ¿md &A(E)—*DR a character.
Titen 4) is a point evaluation at sorne point of E.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 1, Remark 1 and Corollary 2.
Let F be a separable Banach space and (y,,)~, a dense subset in
{yeF:IIyIl=1}.Let E=F’. Let 4)~:E—~ be defined as 4)~(x)=x(yt,). Then
4)~EE’, ¡j4).,fl~1 and (4)t,)~i separates points ob E. The mapping y—*4)>,,
defined as .r,b,~x)=x(y), allow us identify F with a subspace obE’=F”. Thus, if
4rA(E)—.IR is a character, Prop. 1 implies that 4)ír ís II- lI-contxnuous, therefore
4)~ cF’ = E. Then, it follows that there exists acE such that 4)(4),,)= 4)~(a) for
ah neN. Now the following Corollary is clear after Theorem 1.
Corohlary 4. Let E be a topological dual space of a separable Banacit space
aná 4):A(E)—JR a character. Titen 4> is a point evaluation aÉ sorne point of E.
Corollary 5. Assurne that E is a separable Banach space or E is rite
topological dual space of a separable Banacit space. Titen every character
&Cm(E)~*l~, rn=O, 1 09, Ls a point evaluation at sorne point of E.
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Proof. 4)JA(E) is a point evaluation by Corollary 3 and Corollary 4. Tbus, 4)
satisfies conditions of Theorem 1 with ¡4 =
Remark 2. The Corollary 5, for the particular case E a separable Hanach
space and rn=ct, can be found in [1]. Also, for E with C”’-partitions of unity
and 111<09, see [3].
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